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Use of Conspectus Outside America

This methodology of evaluation is still used outside America. The following examples concern its use in Europe in English countries as well as in France.

1 – Conspectus in Scotland:

The use of Conspectus by the Scottish Confederation of University and Research Libraries (SCURL) began in 1987. The Scottish Executive Education Department (SEED) adapted Conspectus to electronic environment in 2000. They assign subject strength levels by self-assessment. The search for terms in a category within hierarchical organization: division, categories and subjects) can allow the user to increase his recall by using Boolean OR relationship. Up to 2005, the conspectus takes into account the new environment of I.E. that is the result of the activities of the Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) that support research and high education and include resources of all types [Dunsire, 2006].

2 – Conspectus in France:

The Library of Fresnes applied Conspectus to its collections. In 2001 it evaluated the division of philosophy describing either the collections or the users. The method is used afterwards to the collection of psychology. The evaluation consists of setting objectives to the categories such as psychoanalysis, family education, child psychology, sensorial perception, and applied psychology. It divides also its users to five classes: first: 0 to 13 years old, second: 14 to 19, third: 20 to 24, fourth: 25 to 54, and fifth: up to 54. The analysis is conducted during a period of five years from 2002 until 2006. The collection has been evaluated through the parameter of circulation. As an example we choose the category of child psychology. This objective matches student needs at the bachelor’s level in university. As a result, the class of 20 to 24 year olds should be more interested and then should borrow more books, whereas the evaluation showed that the class of 25 to 54 year olds is the great borrower. They conclude that the collection or the objective is not fitted to the users [Giappiconi, 2006].

Conclusion

The Conspectus approach helped us to identify strengths and weaknesses, improve our collection, and also make these recommendations for librarians across Algeria:

• Develop objective standards to evaluate the collection at a given university for analyzing the existing collection strength, the current collecting intensity, and teaching objectives for the various disciplines.
• Develop a Conspectus handbook specific to Algeria.
• Compile a union list of all publications at the national level in the Arab world, in France, U.S.A. and other countries that use Arabic, French, or even English.
• Push for the installation of experts at the national ministry level to develop lists available to university libraries.

The values of the Conspectus for Algeria and other countries are various. List checking is among them. In the fields of Humanities, Social Sciences, and Law, the lists should be developed specifically for the country in question. They might be extended to all Arabic cultures in the subjects of Arabic language and social sciences. It is obvious that list checking in fundamental sciences and techniques should be available to all countries all over the world, making differences between countries using French, English, German or Spanish as primary language. English can be used as foreign language in the level 3b and upper for describing the code S for all countries using languages like French, Spanish, German and other languages. For countries using English as a primary language, a foreign language appropriate to the discipline should be chosen. For example, the German language can be rich in physics, French in economics etc. When in doubt, librarians can defer to professors in the chosen disciplines.

The use of bibliographic databases such as Electro for French publications and Dawson for English publications is of great interest to indicate the depth codes of books. Using benchmarking methods between libraries inside one country or inside a network of libraries, the means of them can serve as a reference or a standard. For periodicals, we use the Journal Citation Report to evaluate pertinent ones. Periodicals that have an impact factor can be considered as suitable to the research level (doctorate).

Furthermore, the Conspectus has benefits for evaluating the acquisition level for electronic resources, which are very exhaustive. They include local and remote databases, as well as free and costly databases. As always, librarians should confer with professors in those disciplines.

On the other hand, when a portion of a collection is identified as a point of weakness, the results may indicate a need to improve human resources in those areas. Revealed weaknesses may underscore the need for a management review. More research on this method is required, of course, but our preliminary findings indicate a certain robustness in this method for identifying weaknesses in a collection’s holdings. We recommend its use in other libraries and look forward to the reporting of those results.
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